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Abstract—With the standardization of SVC, the scalable extension of H.264/AVC, layered peer-to-peer streaming has attracted
more and more attention as it offers adaptability to network
fluctuations and heterogeneous end users. Although overlay
construction is important for system performance, not much
effort has been spent on unstructured overlay construction for
layered peer-to-peer streaming. Related work concentrates on
layered streaming algorithms, and assumes that a list of peers
for data exchange, called neighbors, is provided by traditional
membership management protocols, e.g., SCAMP. Our previous
studies have demonstrated that a random overlay is not good
enough for layered peer-to-peer streaming. In this paper, we
propose a new membership management protocol, based on peer
sampling services. The protocol is quality-aware as it constructs
the overlay so that (1) high capacity peers will be located at good
positions in the overlay, e.g., close to the server, and (2) peers
having similar capacity are likely to connect to each other. Both
features are necessary to maximize bandwidth utilization of peers
and to mitigate layer bottlenecks. With implementation of the
protocol in PeerSim, we evaluate important graph properties of
the overlay, constructed by the proposed protocol, to understand
how it evolves during the streaming session with peer churn.
Evaluation results show that the overlay is (1) scalable: it is stable
with different sizes, from hundreds up to 10000 peers; and (2)
robust: the good features are maintained or recovered fast under
a high peer churn rate, and it only becomes disconnected when
more than 86% of the peers are removed from the network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Layered streaming has attracted much attention because
it can adapt to bandwidth variations and user heterogeneity.
Adaptability is very much required when video streams are
transferred across best-effort IP networks. Since SVC (Scalable Video Coding – the extension of H.264/AVC standard)
was standardized in 2007 [1], there have been an increasing
number of studies on layered streaming. Layered streaming
is different from traditional (single layer) streaming in two
important points. First, users can receive reduced quality,
rather than suffer playback skips, when their bandwidth drops.
Second, different users can receive different quality levels,
rather than the same quality, according to their available
bandwidth. With the reality of peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming
[2], the use of layered coding in P2P streaming is beneficial
to provide adaptive streaming to a large number of users with
low cost servers. However, layered P2P streaming also poses
unique challenges, of which one challenging problem is the
overlay construction that needs to be designed carefully to
mitigate content and bandwidth bottlenecks.
P2P overlays can be structured or unstructured (meshbased). Structured overlays ease the data delivery. However,
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since they are easily affected by peer dynamics, an additional
protocol is usually run to restore/reshape the overlay structure.
On the other hand, unstructured overlays make the system
more robust to network fluctuations without the need of a
global mechanism to maintain the overlay. Therefore, unstructured overlays are more suitable for P2P streaming in dynamic
environments, e.g., the Internet [3].
In an unstructured P2P overlay, each peer maintains a list
of other peers, called neighbors, for data exchange. This list
represents the local view that a peer has of the total system,
which is critical to the video quality the peer receives. As peers
can join and leave the system at any time, and bandwidth fluctuates while streaming, a membership management protocol
is necessary to update the view by removing and/or adding
neighbors accordingly. Owing to its important role, there have
been many studies on membership management in single-layer
P2P streaming. However, they are insufficient when applied
to layered P2P streaming because of the following reason.
In single-layer P2P streaming, peers receive the same video
stream regardless of their bandwidth capacity. In layered P2P
streaming, the video stream is encoded into quality layers, and
peers aim to receive the maximum number of layers according
to their available bandwidth. Therefore, while the average
playback skip rate is the main performance metric in singlelayer P2P streaming, the ratio of the experienced quality level
and the expected quality level determined by the bandwidth
capacity, called quality satisfaction, is also an important metric
in layered P2P streaming. We have demonstrated that a random
overlay is not good enough for layered P2P streaming [4], [5].
Not much effort has been spent on constructing unstructured
overlays for layered P2P streaming. Early work concentrates
on streaming algorithms, and assumes that a list of neighbors
is already available or provided by a traditional membership
management protocol, such as SCAMP [6]. More recent efforts
on unstructured overlay construction for layered P2P streaming
include a hybrid (structured and unstructured) overlay [7] and
SCAMP-based protocols [5], [8]. However, how these overlays
evolve over time under peer churn, and how scalable and
robust they are under peer churn is still unclear.
In this paper, we present a new membership management
protocol, based on peer sampling services [9], for layered P2P
streaming. An important feature of the protocol is qualityawareness as it (1) gears high capacity peers to good locations
in the overlay, e.g., close to the server; and (2) creates clusters
of peers having similar capacity. The first action maximizes
data flows in the overlay because high capacity peers can
quickly deliver the data they have received. The second action
helps mitigate the layer bottleneck problem, which happens
when high capacity peers can not receive a high quality stream

because they are surrounded by low capacity peers. Altogether,
quality-aware overlays are expected to improve the overall
system performance. With our implementation in PeerSim
[10], we evaluate important graph properties of the overlay
during streaming with peer churn. Evaluation results on large
overlays, up to 10000 peers, show that the protocol is scalable,
robust to peer dynamics, and quality-aware.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related work. Section III presents the proposed membership management protocol. Section IV analyzes simulation
results. Section V concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There has been a substantial amount of research on overlay
construction in single-layer P2P streaming. Some studies focus
on structured overlays, e.g., tree-based overlays [11], while
others spend efforts on unstructured overlays [2]. Magharei
et. al. [3] and Seibert et. al. [12] present comparisons of
the P2P streaming approaches and demonstrate that meshbased approaches consistently exhibit a superior performance
over tree-based approaches in dynamic environments, while,
in stable environments, tree-based systems are better in terms
of delivery time. To take advantage of both approaches, hybrid
overlays are also proposed, e.g., [13].
In layered P2P streaming, [14], [15] present multiple-tree
based systems using multiple description coding to provide
differentiated services. The general idea is that each video
description is delivered in one tree, and peers can receive more
than one description by being a node of more than one tree.
Early work in unstructured layered P2P streaming, however,
mainly focuses on peer coordination and streaming algorithms,
rather than overlay construction [16], [17].
Another notable work is from Liang et. al. [18]. The authors
propose RandPeer, a decoupled membership management for
QoS sensitive P2P applications. Although it is claimed that
the service is suitable for P2P streaming, its applicability to
layered P2P streaming is limited because of the following
reason. RandPeer uses binary trees for membership organization. It uses ID prefixes to cluster peers with similar QoS.
Consequently, peers only connect to those who have the same
prefix. This mechanism creates separate clusters in the overlay.
However, in layered P2P streaming, it is necessary for peers
with a different QoS to be connected to each other.
As one of the first efforts on constructing mesh-based
overlays for layered P2P streaming, Zhao et al. proposed
LION [7], a layered overlay multicast system. LION progressively organizes peers into layered meshes. Within each mesh,
one quality layer is delivered. Each peer can subscribe to a
proper number of meshes to maximize its throughput by fully
utilizing its available bandwidth. Although each video layer is
delivered in a mesh which is unstructured, the whole overlay
structure of LION is quite well-organized and maintained by
a distributed heuristic algorithm. LION aims to support smallscale applications in stable environments.
SCAMP [6] is a well-known gossip-based membership
management protocol. There has been work tailoring SCAMP
for layered P2P streaming. Xiao et. al. propose OCals [8],
which constructs the overlay in two stages. The first stage,
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SCAMP-based, is to probe existing nodes to find a certain
number of logical partners, which are interested in the same set
of layers. In the second stage, it will select neighbors for each
layer based on the RTT (Round Trip Time). In our previous
work [4], [5], we have also proposed a SCAMP-based protocol
for layered P2P streaming. The protocol classifies peers into
classes based on their bandwidth capacity. It uses both the
class and the current quality of peers to choose neighbors.
Jelasity et. al. [9] propose a framework to implement peer
sampling services based on gossiping. A peer chooses one
of its neighbors to exchange views; then, both peers know
more peers in the system for updating their view. The authors
demonstrate that such peer sampling services construct more
scalable and robust overlays than SCAMP-based protocols.
In addition, since explicit attempts are made towards the
construction of an overlay in SCAMP, peer sampling services
are less expensive in terms of bandwidth cost as fewer requests
are sent in the network. However, the current peer sampling
services are not quality-aware as they do not take peer capacity
into account when choosing neighbors.
The idea of locating higher capacity peers closer to the
source than lower capacity peers is similar to the idea of
gradient overlays, recently presented in [19], [20]. There are
several main differences between these studies and ours. The
work of Sacha et. al. [19] does not target P2P streaming
applications. It elects super peers with highest utility to discover globally similar neighbors, while lower utility peers have
mostly random neighbors. The election method is unaffordable
for P2P streaming with a strict timing requirement. Payberah
et. al. present gradienTv [20] using gradient overlays for live
P2P streaming. GradienTv is a multiple tree based system for
single-layer P2P streaming, whereas our protocol is made for
unstructured layered P2P streaming. The media source splits
the media into a number of stripes, and it constructs an overlay
tree for each stripe. GradienTv constructs the gradient overlay
by using two neighbor lists – random view and similar view –
and tries to maintain the tree structure for all peers, while, in
our protocol, peers locate themselves in different locations by
exchanging their local view. We reserve comparing gradienTv
with our protocol for future work. However, we believe that
our simple, yet effective, approach is more suitable in highly
dynamic environments than gradienTv.
III. P ROTOCOL D ESIGN
This section describes in detail our quality-aware membership management protocol for layered P2P streaming. The
protocol is initially based on the generic peer sampling service
[9]. Therefore, the first part of this section gives a brief
overview of the peer sampling service, while the second part
presents the proposed protocol.
A. Peer Sampling Protocol: An Overview
A peer maintains a local view including up to S (the
maximum view size – defined by the system) neighbors. At
the beginning, when a peer P joins the system, it contacts a
rendezvous peer (a well-known peer) to receive the IP address
of a peer Q in the system to start with. Q will send its view to
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P, and P will consider this view as its initial view. After the
above join process, periodically, P selects one neighbor N to
exchange its view with. This selection is called PeerSelection.
After the exchange, P and N have new candidates for updating
their view: some neighbors may be removed from, or some
candidates may be added to the neighbor list. This step is
called SetView. It is known that this simple gossip-based
protocol is scalable and creates overlays with self-organizing
and self-healing (self-*) properties [9].
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Fig. 1. The arrangement of neighbors in the neighbor list of peer P. CP is
the class identifier of P.

the two preferred features for the overlay. It can be seen from
Figure 1 that, starting from the head of the list:
! F1: P prefers neighbors who belong to the same class.
! F2: If there are not enough such neighbors, P chooses
those with higher class identifiers. Since the streaming
source has the highest class identifier, the higher P’s
class identifier is, the more likely it is that the source
will be added to the new view because it is closer to
the head of the list. On the other hand, the source is
placed towards the tail of the list if P’s class identifier is
low. Consequently, low capacity peers do not have good
chances to connect directly to the source.
However, initial experiments have shown that, if we just
take the S first neighbors from the head of the list, peers
of the same class are gradually connected to each other
and do not have connections with peers of other classes.
Consequently, separate clusters are created in the overlay. To
keep the overlay connected, each peer should have at most
K (K < S) neighbors of the same class, and keep at least
S − K connections with other classes, which are also chosen
based on the priority in the list. These S − K connections
are particularly helpful for lower classes as they have links to
higher classes to receive data. The ratio of K to S is called
clustering ratio as it determines how well peers of the same
class are connected.

B. A Quality-aware P2P Membership Management Protocol
To inherit the advantageous features of the peer sampling
protocol, our protocol is based on the view exchange mechanism, but with enhancements for quality-awareness. The
idea is to differentiate peers in the view exchange by taking
peer capacity into account. In particular, by setting different
priorities for different neighbors in PeerSelection and SetView
of each peer, it is expected that the resulting overlay would
have high priority peers at good locations, while low priority
peers are located in the remaining part of the overlay. To
achieve a certain level of randomness, which is important to
the self-* properties [9], peers having the same priority are
chosen randomly in PeerSelection and SetView.
In layered P2P streaming, the video stream is encoded into a
number of quality layers. The number of quality layers a peer
receives depends on its bandwidth capacity. It has been shown
that (1) peers with similar capacity should connect to each
other to maximize bandwidth and layer utilization [4] (F1),
and (2) high capacity peers should be closer to the streaming
source than low capacity peers to avoid layer bottlenecks [5]
(F2). To satisfy these two requirements, our new membership
management protocol works as follows:
! When a new peer P contacts a rendezvous peer R to join
the system, R will send properties of the stream, e.g.
the number of quality layers (L) and bit rates, back to
P. It also assigns a class identifier Ci (0 < i ≤ L) to P
based on P’s bandwidth capacity and the video properties.
Peers of class Ci have higher bandwidth capacity and can
receive more quality layers than peers of class Cj if i > j.
The server is assigned to the class CL+1 (or any value
larger than the highest identifier used for peers).
! Neighbors in P’s view are arranged based on their class
identifier. Those who have the same identifier as P are
located at the head of the view, followed by those with
higher identifiers in increasing order, and finally those
with lower identifiers in decreasing order. The arrangement is illustrated in Figure 1.
! PeerSelection: a peer Q will be selected from the head of
the view. If more than one peer of the same class exist,
one is chosen at random.
! SetView: after a view exchange, new candidates are
inserted into the current view of P according to the above
arrangement. The view is likely to have more than S
peers. Then, S peers are selected from the head of the
current view to make the new view. This view update is
also carried out at Q’s side.
The arrangement of the neighbor list and the ordered selection
in PeerSelection and SetView are simple but able to achieve

IV. S IMULATION
PeerSim [10] is chosen for implementing the proposed
membership management protocol because it provides a simple network model and good support for investigating graph
properties of the overlay in both static and dynamic scenarios.
We start this section by introducing metrics to evaluate the
protocol. Then, simulation results are presented and analyzed.
A. Evaluation Metrics
To separately evaluate our mechanism, we do not use a
streaming protocol on top of the overlay. Rather, we assume
that a good overlay will lead to a high performance streaming
system. The important question is: what is a good overlay?
The graph of an overlay is generated by considering peers
as nodes and neighbor relationships as edges. By analyzing
the graph, we understand how the protocol behaves and what
the overlay looks like over time. From experiments with
Chameleon [4], we are particularly interested in:
! Connectivity: is the graph well connected during streaming? The most basic requirement for the protocol is that
no peers are disconnected from the system, i.e., there is
always at least one path from the source to any ‘alive’
peer at any time even with peer churn.
! Clustering: the clustering coefficient of a group of peers
is defined as the ratio of links existing among the peers
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of the group over the total number of links of those
peers. If we consider that peers of the same class are in
one group, the clustering coefficient of that group shows
how well peers of the class are connected. If the cluster
coefficient of a group is 1, the group is disconnected from
the network (called separated cluster). On one hand, a
high clustering coefficient is good in terms of bandwidth
utilization. On the other hand, the higher the clustering
coefficient, the higher the probability of the class being
disconnected from the network, especially under high
churn rate. This is a tradeoff between connectivity and
clustering.
! Average path length: is the average of the shortest path
lengths (number of hops) between any two peers. In this
work, the average length between peers and the source
is more relevant. Therefore, we will evaluate the average
path length of different peer classes to the source. In this
context, we call the average path length between peers
and the source the distance to the source. It is desired that
high capacity peers have smaller distances to the source
than low capacity peers.

1) Static networks: In this scenario, the overlay has a fixed
number of peers (10000), and starts with a certain topology.
We would like to observe how the protocol behaves and
constructs the overlay. Two initial topologies used are one
ring topology and one random topology. Figure 2 and Figure 3
show the clustering coefficient and the distance of the peer
classes for the two cases. Since CYCLON does not take peer
capacity into account when choosing neighbors, the metrics
have approximate values for different classes (not shown in
the figures for clearness).

(a) Distance

Fig. 2.

(b) Clustering Factor

The overlay evolves from a random topology.

B. Simulation Results
We face difficulties in choosing related membership management protocols to compare with ours because none of
them looks into the graph properties of the overlay during
the streaming session to see how they affect the performance.
Previous protocols are evaluated indirectly through the overall
streaming performance, which is impacted by other components, e.g., peer coordination and streaming algorithms.
Convinced that understanding the topology of the overlay and
how it evolves over time is important to improve the overall
performance of a streaming system, in this paper, we separately evaluate the overlay construction by concentrating on
its graph properties. Rather than comparing with related work
in layered P2P streaming, we use CYCLON [21], a traditional
membership management protocol, as a baseline. The purpose
is to emphasize differences and trade-offs (if existing) between
quality-aware and non quality-aware protocols.
A layered stream with 5 quality layers is used. Corresponding to the stream, there are 5 peer classes in the system.
The number of peers in our experiments is set to 10000 in
static scenarios. This is also the maximum number of peers
in dynamic networks. Each peer is randomly assigned to one
(and only one) class. The view size S is set to 50 as in [4], and
the clustering ratio is set to 0.7, which means that each peer
has at most 70% neighbors of the same class, and the other
30% are neighbors from other classes. Different values of S
and the clustering ratio are also experimented and presented in
the technical report [22]. The cycle-based engine of PeerSim
is used. In each cycle, the protocol is run at every peer. After
each cycle, properties of the graph are plotted. To evaluate
the effect of randomness in our experiments, each experiment
is run several times with different random seeds in PeerSim.
Since the standard deviations of the metrics are very low,
which means that the randomness does not cause instability
to the overlay, we only plot the average values of the metrics.
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(a) Distance

Fig. 3.

(b) Clustering Factor

The overlay evolves from a ring topology.

Firstly, the overlay is well connected in all cases (not shown
in the figures). Secondly, it can be seen from Figure 2 and
Figure 3 that the overlay can converge to a stable overlay
regardless of its initial topology with desired properties: the
peer classes have high clustering coefficients (approximate
to the clustering ratio), and the higher the class identifier,
the smaller the distance to the source. In particular, at the
beginning, the peer classes have similar distances and clustering coefficients. However, when the quality-aware protocol
is invoked, the overlay quickly changes itself to differentiate
peer classes. In Figure 2, it takes only about 6 cycles, which
means that each peer only exchanges its view 6 times, to
achieve stability from a random topology. The ring topology
requires more time (about 25 cycles) because each peer has
only two neighbors at the beginning (Figure 3). However, after
converging, the overlay is still able to achieve similarly good
values for the metrics as in the case of the random topology.
2) Dynamic networks: We now turn our attention to how
the protocol behaves under peer churn. In the first experiment,
we have a stable overlay with 200 peers until the 24th cycle.
From the 25th cycle, in each cycle, 200 peers join the system
until the size of the overlay reaches 10000. Figure 4 shows
the clustering coefficient and the distance of the peer classes
as peers join.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that, at the 25th cycle,
the clustering factor and the distance change rapidly. The

(a) Distance

Fig. 4.

protocol. Currently, peer capacity is defined as peer bandwidth.
However, the capacity can include other parameters, e.g., RTT
or physical distance between peers. As future work, we are
building up a more practical protocol by taking underlying
network parameters into account. Another direction is to
evaluate the whole streaming system by adding a layered P2P
streaming protocol, e.g. Chameleon [4], on top of the overlay.

(b) Clustering Factor

The overlay evolves as peers join.
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Number of clusters generated when peers leave the system

Figure 5 shows that the proposed protocol is robust to
peer leaves as the first disconnection occurs only when up
to 86% of the total number of peers are removed. However,
the proposed protocol is less robust than the random-based
protocol, whose first disconnection occurs only when at least
88% of peers are removed. In addition, the number of separate
clusters (disconnected sub-graphs) created by CYCLON is
smaller than by our protocol. The reason is that the clustering
coefficient of peer classes in the proposed protocol is higher
than that of the peer classes in CYCLON. This can be
considered as a tradeoff between bandwidth utilization and
robustness. However, with the robustness up to 86% of the
total number of peers leaving the system, we believe that the
proposed protocol is robust enough for P2P streaming.
V. C ONCLUSION
We propose a new membership management protocol for
layered P2P streaming. Compared to traditional protocols, the
new feature of our protocol is quality-awareness. In addition
to scalability and robustness, the overlay has good features
for layered P2P streaming: (1) peers having similar capacity
are likely to connect to each other, and (2) higher capacity
peers are closer to the source than lower capacity peers. Simulation results demonstrate the advantageous features of the
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